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THE ARCHITECTURE
text by Raﬀaele Davanzo
“Sad is the disciple that doesn’t surpass his master”
Leonardo Da Vinci, Forster Codex III, folio 66v
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Leonardo’s stairs
“e architect who doesn’t conceive of stairs as a fantastic
thing is not an artist: he is not a director of architecture.
e most beautiful staircase is the spiral staircase: the arcane
staircase; that rises to the sky, that bores through space.”
(Giò Ponti, amate l’architettura, Genoa 1957)
And is a spiral staircase that does not bore through space,
but through the Earth, that moves down into its bowels,
just as beautiful and enigmatic? Saint Patrick’s Well
certainly is, and many elements show it to be so. Let’s
begin with this incredible group of stairs around a tower
that Leonardo da Vinci drew on folio 47v of Manuscript
B in the Institut de France (fig.1), with 10 scale a lumaca
d’intorno a una torre (10 spiral staircases around a tower)
written at the bottom in his mirror handwriting. is
manuscript (1487-90) dates to the central period of
Leonardo’s stay in Milan, when he was particularly
interested in military and civil engineering, and in
complex studies of fortifications and central plan
churches that were components of his ideal city. is is
already Leonardo’s vision of Nature as a living and
complex system, in which all things are interrelated, and
he considered architecture, Natura naturata, as a complex
machine. It is interesting to note that on the same folio
(47v) there is a sketch for a wood-boring drill, as well as
a detail of the drill bit, clearly a screw point. His multispiral staircase then is the result of an association of ideas
100

fig. 1 Leonardo da Vinci, Manuscript B
folio 47v, detail. 10 scale a lumaca d’intorno
a una torre. Paris, Institut de France.
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with the drill point, meant for drilling into wood, or the Earth, to make wells. Close
observation of the drawing of the stairs reveals an incredible resemblance to a modern
carbon tungsten drill used in oﬀshore oil drilling. is is the first example of an almost
endless multiplication of concentric staircases to be met with in other drawings by
Leonardo, as for example, Manuscript B, on folios 47r, 68v, 48r and especially 69r,
which has oen been cited as a precedent for the well in Orvieto (fig. 2-13). Actually
Leonardo had used the idea of a double staircase set in the corner bastion of a
fortification, so that in case of a siege and enemy occupation, there would still be a
double passageway. is drawing (of which the mirror image is also given so that the
spiral goes in the same direction as the one in St Patrick’s Well) (fig. 7-8) has, unlike
the others, two continuous ramps, without stairs, in a closed cylinder. In other words
it is like the double ramp in our well. Technically such a drawing was particularly
diﬃcult but Leonardo was unquestionably acquainted with Piero della Francesca’s
treatises with descriptions on how to represent solid bodies in perspective. In our
case, Piero’s illustrations for the manuscript edition of Archimedes’ treatise De lineis
spiralibus (or Circa elicas) may have helped.

fig. 2 Leonardo, Manuscript B, folio 47 r.
Qui è 5 scale con 5 entrate e l’una non vede
l’altra, e chi fussi nell’una, non po entrare
nell’altra. Ed è bona per provisionati che
non si possino misticare inseme, e tutti
seperati sieno alla difesa della torre. E po
essere tonda e quadra.(5 staircases with 5
entrances and the one can’t see the other…)

fig. 3 Leonardo, Manuscript B,
folio 19r, detail. Tower with spiral
staircase.

fig. 4 Leonardo, Manuscript. B, folio 68v.
Scale doppie: una per lo castellano, l’altra
per i provvisionati (double staircase: one for
the lord, the other for the soldiers).
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fig. 5 Leonardo, Manuscript B, folio 48r. divido la torre in
otto scale a lumaca, e in otto parti le difese e l’abitazione
da piè dei soldati...(I divide the tower into eight spiral
staircases, and the defenses and the lodgings below for
the soldiers in eight parts)

fig. 6 Leonardo, Codex Atlanticus, Milan, Pinacoteca
Ambrosiana, folio 133r, detail. Fortress tower with
multiple stairs.

fig. 7 Leonardo, Manuscript B, folio 69r. Fortess with
corner bastion, and double spiral staircase

fig. 8 Leonardo, Manuscript B, folio 69r. Detail,
reflected image of the lumaca doppia.
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Architecture and power

fig. 9

fig. 12

fig. 10

fig. 11

In the Middle Ages the staircase was thought of as a
necessary but critical point of connection between the
various levels of a building. It was critical because a
staircase was particularly vulnerable, especially in castles
meant to withstand sieges and attacks. Staircases were set
in walls, frequently at some distance from where the
feudatory’s daily life of took place, as in the great French
donjons (exported by the Normans to Sicily and the Holy
Land) where they were oen in a space-saving spiral
shape, thus creating a sort of natural chimney to eliminate
smoke and fumes. Once artillery was introduced, rigid
concepts of internal defence became less important.
Traditionally, however, in France staircases kept their
spiral form, transformed into an oen independent
architectural element. is led to the creation of the cage
d’escalier or stairwell. e most important example was
the spiral staircase in the Louvre (no longer extant). In
1360 Charles V of France and his architect Raymond du
Temple created a spiral staircase (the Grande Vis, or
fig. 9 Leonardo, Louvre, Vallardi Collection, folio 2282r. Detail of the small sketch of
intertwining ramps above right on the folio.
fig. 10 Leonardo, Codex Atlanticus, folio 763r, detail. Double staircase, similar to
the one on folio 68v of Manuscript B in the Institut e France (see fig. 4).
fig. 11 Leonardo, Codex Arundel, folio 264r, detail. Spiral staircase. a b concavità
ricievano dentro di dita della mano nel discendere della scala a chiocciola, cioè il canale a
ricieve dentro di sé le quattro dita minori, el b ricieve il dito grosso; e li canali c d fanno il
medesimo nel montare, tenendo le quattro dita minori nel canale c, el dito grosso in d...
(a b concavities receive the fingers of the hand in going down the spiral staircase, that is the
channel a receives the four smaller fingers, abd b receuves tge bug fubger...), London,
British Library
fig. 12 Leonardo, Codex Atlanticus, folio 1012v, detail. Spiral staircase. (Milan,
Pinacoteca Ambrosiana)
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screw), wider and higher than normal, so that it would
be greater than any other space. e visitor would have
to ascend this imposing staircase, a physical symbol of
the presence of political transcendence. e Renaissance
chateaux of Amboise, Bonnivet, Chateaudune and Blois
all had staircases of this type and the concept of cage
d’escalier was adopted by Leonardo.

To make your head turn
e opposite happened in Italy. Early Renaissance
architecture was not fond of stairs and for Leon Battista
Alberti they were to be avoided. In his De re aedeficatoria
(written around 1450), he aﬃrmed that “it would be
opportune to have the least number of stairs possible in
the building and such as to occupy as little space as
possible” (I,13) and “those buildings in which there was
no need of going up and down would be very
comfortable, and above all pleasing, and certainly those
who aﬃrm that stairs create confusion in buildings are
right” (IX, 2). Nor were French spiral staircases popular
with the Italian men of letters. Torquato Tasso, in a letter
of 1571 to Count Ercole de’ Contrari during his sojourn
in France, said that “spiral staircases with their extremely
narrow turns make you dizzy.” While for the Italian
Renaissance architects the main advantage of the spiral
staircase was that it took little room, they preferred the
straight staircase, with several ramps, open or closed,
more majestic among other things. Vincenzo Scamozzi
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fig. 13 Leonardo, Anatomical drawings, folio
80v. Detail. Study of the movements of figures
climbing steps. London, Royal Collection Trust.

Leonardo da Vinci, leda and the Swan,
Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen,
n. I 466 (PK)
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(l’idea della architettura universale, Venice, 1615, book
III, p. 315) aﬃrmed that “the spiral stairs, both full and
empty, as a void have a tortuous movement not natural
for man, and therefore they must be rarely used, unless
for secret stairs…” He does however approve of “the
double spiral: in the spirals of convenient size, two ramps
can easily be made; as long as the first incline rises high
enough, that the second can be begun, … so that one can
ascend more swily.”

e invention of Chambord

fig. 14 14. Chambord, the exterior of the
Chateau. Neurdein Frères, c. 1890. London,
Conway Library, Courtauld Institute of Art.

But to return to early sixteenth-century France. Architects
seems to have delighted in the spiral staircase, since it
permitted technical and dynamic virtuosities, and
aggrandized the taste for symmetry and provided a
sweeping sense of spaciousness. In Francis I’s Chateau of
Chambord the turns (vis) are doubled and the staircase
becomes an object of incredible monumentality, a
momentous creation. e well in Orvieto with its two
spiral ramps and the central staircase with its double
spiral in the Chateau of Chambord (fig. 14-16) have in
common their use of a double helix as well as the dates of
their construction. So once more back to Leonardo. At
least traditionally, the design of Chambord has always
been considered his, indeed his last project. e central
core of the chateau is a space in the form of a Greek cross
(Leonardo le us dozens of drawings of Greek-cross
churches), a sort of conical mountain hollowed out into
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fig. 15 15. Chambord, the central staircase. Neurdein
Frères, c. 1890. Paris, Service des collections de l'Ecole
Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, PH 7867.

fig. 16 Chambord, l'escalier à double révolution.

a spherical space and with at the centre the tower with the double staircase instead
of the altar. e diﬀerence between the two stairs is that the French one, to cite Giò
Ponti again, is a spiral that rises to the sky, that bores through space. e Orvieto
stairs instead bore through the Earth. But while the Orvieto ramps were designed
for practical purposes so that the mules could descend and ascend with water drawn
from the pool at the bottom, the two staircases of Chambord seem to be a virtuoso
design, for there is basically no diﬀerence in their purpose, not meant to be one for
descending and one for ascending. If Leonardo thought of every project in terms of
flow, of energy moved by a machine, it seems highly unlikely that he would have
invented a machina without a purpose. We have no drawings by Leonardo da Vinci
for Chambord, while we have many for Romorantin, where Francis I initially planned
to build his great residence but which was later abandoned in favour of Chambord.
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fig. 17 Andrea Palladio, I Quattro libri dell’architettura, (Four Books on architecture, Venice, 1570.)
e double helix staircase of the chateau of
Chambord (Book I, pp. 64-65).

But even if we know of no project, that doesn’t mean there
was none. In his Quattro libri dell’architettura of 1570
(Book I, pp. 64-65) Andrea Palladio published a drawing
referred to Chambord (fig. 17), with a staircase that has
not two, but four interconnected helixes. Palladio makes
no specific mention of Leonardo but refers to the stairs:
“…in a palace built by him in Sciambur (sic) King Francis
had made … four staircases, which have four entrances,
that is each its own, and they rise one over the other, so
that located in the centre of the building they can serve
four apartments.” A quadruple staircase so that every
ramp would allow access to only one of the four
rectangular apartments set in the corners of the Greek
cross. is was very close to the staircase with four ramps
drawn in folio 47r of Manuscript B, or in the small sketch
of interlacing ramps above right in drawing 2282r in the
Louvre. Let us add the testimony of Egnazio Danti’s
commentary on Vignola’s rules of perspective of 1583. He
was the first to note the correspondence between the
double helix of Orvieto and that of Chambord (fig. 1820) “… two examples of double spiral staircases. e first
of which is marked Z, and it is similar to the well in
Orvieto, except that this is made with steps, and that one
is without, chiselled into the tufa; …these double (flights),
although we have no examples among the ancients, are
nevertheless very commodious, since one is able to make
two, three or four staircases, one above the other in the
same site, that go to diﬀerent apartments in a palazzo,
without one seeing the other: and if made completely
open, they will be seen together, …nor will they ever
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fig. 18

touch each other, and each will arrive at its own
apartment. Similar to these is the staircase in this drawing,
and there are many like it in France, including the famous
one that King Francis made in a chateau of his in
Sciamburg (sic), where there are four staircases together
one above the other, all open.”
Various historians, in view of archaeological studies of
the foundations of the chateau going back to the
realization of the so-called lost project of Leonardo, think
that the staircase was really quadruple (fig. 21) with the
apartments initially designed in a swastika form
(hypothèse giratoire). Today there are three rectangular
apartments oriented in one direction with only the
fourth in the opposite direction. It was probably
Domenico da Cortona, who frequently collaborated with
the maestro, to begin the construction of the chateau
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fig. 19

fig. 20
fig. 18 From le due regole della prospettiva
pratica di M. Iacomo Barozzi da Vignola, con i
comentarij del R.P.M. Egnazio Danti dell’ordine
dei Predicatori Matematico dello Studio di
Bologna, Rome 1583, p. 143.
fig. 19 Egnazio Danti, le due regole... p. 144.
Il disegno X, è di quelle scale aperte, che si
reggono senza aver nel mezzo posamento
nessuno, essendo gli scalini fermati con la testa
nel muro, e messi talmente l’un sopra l’altro,
che un regge l’altro, e gli stessi scalini fanno
volta alla scala. (Drawing X, is the one of those
open stairs, which support themselves without
having anying to support them in the middle,
for the stairs have one end in the wall, and are
set one over the other so that one supports the
other, and the same stairs make the vault for
the staircase)
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fig. 20 Egnazio Danti, le due regole... p. 145.
Se vorremo, che la scala sia tripla, o quadrupla,
cioè che siano nel medesimo sito tre o quattro
scale, faremo che gli scalini siano a tre a tre,
o a quattro a quattro, nel modo che qui si
veggono in disegno, e haremo in uno stesso
sito due scale, o tre o quattro, e ciascuna harà
la sua entrata particolare, e uscirà nel suo
appartamento, essendo ogni scala da se libera
senza esser sottoposta all’altre, che è cosa invero
di grandissima commodità e bellezza. (If we
want the stairs to be three, or four, that is that
there are three or four staircases in the same site,
we will make the stairs three and three, or four
and four, as seen here in the drawing, and we
will have two, or three or four staircases in the
same site, and each will have its own entrance,
and will exit in its apartment, foreach staircase
is free without depending on the others, which
is truly a great comodity and beauty.)

according to that project aer Leonardo’s death (2 May
1519). But work was interrupted when Francis I was
imprisoned in Madrid and Leonardo’s design was
simplified by reducing the number of ramps to two when
work was resumed in 1527. is was the same year in
which St Patrick’s Well was begun. Besides Domenico,
others from Cortona were mentioned as working in the
two building yards: in France, it was a Franciscan (fra’
Francesco da Cortona of the convent of Amboise where
Leonardo stayed), and in Orvieto, the capomastro
Giovan Battista da Cortona, who collaborated with
Sangallo in the workyard of the well. Actually it was
Giovan Battista who replaced Sangallo as director of
works in the latter’s absence, as well as in the refectory of
the convent of S. Maria della Quercia in Viterbo. So far
no connection between these two architects, both
originally from Cortona, has turned up in the city’s
archives, but perhaps one day studies might add another
link to the contemporary building of these twin projects.

Science and the arcane in the Well
of Orvieto
“By these two spiral staircases it is possible to descend to
the bottom of the well, insomuch that the animals that
go there for water, entering by one door, go down by one
of the two staircases, and when they have come to the
platform where they receive their load of water, they
pass, without turning round, into the other branch of the
fig. 21 21. Axonometric drawing of what was
probably Leonardo’s project for the chateau
of Chambord, according to the currently
accepted hypothèse giratoire. From Caillou
Hoauer, 2007.
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spiral staircase, which winds above that of the descent, and emerge from the well
by a diﬀerent door, opposite to the other.” (Vasari)
Leonardo’s lost design for Chambord, and all his marvellous architectural
machines, fall into a passage between cinematic and dynamic, between space
and time, being and becoming, always in a naturalistic key. Natura naturans and
Natura naturata: this is what literally happens in our Orvieto well when,
discovering that there was an incoherent pozzolana strata below the upper tufa
bench, Sangallo had to create a support of brick masonry from below till it
arrived at the bench of tufa, which was then shaped to the same architectural
design (fig. 22). us Natura naturata, created by man, supports the Natura
naturans, a sort of emblem of Renaissance thought. Of the almost 54 meters
depth of the well of St Patrick, the part tunnelled into the bedrock is almost
exactly half, and the passage from one type of construction to the other
corresponds to a point where one seems suddenly to cross over from day to night.
If from here down the light of day seems to end, creating an air of foreboding
and instilling fear of the unknown, faith in man’s work is restored when we realize
that the structure is in brick. ere is also something odd in the space above the
ramps, higher from here on down, even if by no more than 15 cm. e reason is
that the vaults in brick did not have to be as thick as those cut into the tufa above.
Since the general proportions could not be changed, this increase in height also
mitigated the growing sensation of chthonic closure engendered by the gradual
attenuation of the light. is is what Giò Ponti refers to as arcane or enigmatic:
if the Latin puteus seems to be connected to an Etruscan pute (recipient), we
must also keep in mind the derivation from the original topographical name of
Delphi, Πυθώ, including both the name of the serpent Πὐθων and that of the
priestess Pythia, Πυθία. e sanctuary of Apollo in Delphi was truly the
omphalos or navel of the world, and the inaccessible chamber of the temple
(where Pythia received inspiration from the vapours that rose from the bottom
of that well) was the true axis Mundi, from which one had access to the bottom
of the World, its foundation, in Greek πυθμήν.
fig. 22 St Patrick’s Well, Engraving by Filippo Bonanni, Numismata Pontificum Romanorum, Rome 1699, vol. I, p. 192.
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A world of stairs
A brief rundown of single spiral staircases, ante and post
this fateful 1527, all involved with water: the Pool of
Gibeon in Israel, mentioned in the Bible; the sha of the
well of the catacombs of Kom el Shoqafa (the Mound of
Shards), in Alexandria, Egypt, dating to the end of the
first century AD where the concept of burial was
subsequently associated with that of purifying water;
Bramante’s Belvedere Spiral Staircase (1505), with a
fountain at its foot. Nor should the fourteenth-century
well of the Rocca dei Papi of Montefiascone (two
concentric cylinders, with sand in between to purify the
rain water, fig. 23) be forgotten. Antonio da Sangallo the
Younger was certainly acquainted with this well, for a few
years earlier he had been called in to renovate the castle;
he might even have had a construction of this sort in
mind when planning the well in Orvieto. For double
spiral staircases prior to 1527, we can cite the one in the
minaret of Jam in Afghanistan (fig. 24-25) and the one in
the head of the old Cathedral of Salamanca, both around
1190. And the staircase of the Hapsburg palace in Graz,
of 1499. Aer 1527 the most important work with a
double spiral staircase is without question the Cisternone,
or Pozzo Grande (Great Well), of the Citadel of Turin (fig.
26-27), a military work built for Emmanuel Philibert as
drinking trough, clearly inspired by our well. e project
was by Francesco Paciotto (1565) from Urbino. Sixteen
meters deep, it was repeatedly destroyed in the eighteenth
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fig. 23 Montefiascone, the well in the Rocca, fourteenth
century, characterized by two concentric structures.
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fig. 25 Double spiral staircase of the Minaret of Jam.

fig. 24 e Minaret of Jam, Afghanistan,
c. 1190. Cross section, drawing,
Andrea Bruno.

century. Today only a stretch at the lower end of one of
the helicoidal ramps, one of the great windows and the
large arch that gives access to the drinking trough are
visible. Mention can also be made of the Japanese temples
known as sazaedô (sea-snail temples), with a double
interconnected spiral ramp on the outside, a sort of
pilgrimage route, going up one side and descending on
the opposite side. Aizku-Wakamatsu (fig. 28), Ôta and
Kodamachô, all of the late eighteenth century, are temples
of this sort. ey probably directly depended on the
model of Chambord, copied by a feudatory during his
travels in France. Also noteworthy is the Grand Sha of
Dover (fig.29), designed in 1804 by Brigadier General
William Twiss and built between 1806 and 1809. It is a
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fig. 26 e Cisternone (Great Well) of the Citadel. Drawing by Michelangelo Morello,
1664. Rome, Istituto Storico e di Cultura dell’Arma del Genio, BB.ICO.951/D.8858.
fig. 27 Turin. e Cisternone (Great Well) of the Citadel, from Joan Bleau, eatrum
statuum regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiae ducis, Pedemontii principis, Cypri regis. Pars
prima, exhibens Pedemontium, et in eo augusta Taurinorum, & loca viciniora,
Amsterdam 1682, tav. 27. In medio arcis Puteus est jugis (perenne), atque praeamplus,
et mirabili aquatione celeberrimus. Nam licet valde sit altus, tamen ad fundum usque
jumenta ipsa, atque equi, et quidem brevi tempore intervallo, centeni duci aquatum
commodissime possunt. Duplex enim via, quae binos equos capiat, circa internum Putei
murum, spirali ductu, multis fenestris illustri circumvolvitur, a summo ad imum,
quarum unam descendentes ineunt, per alteram ascensuri, quo expeditior, nullo obviante,
sit transitus (p. 32).

sha with a triple helix staircase that served as
communication between the Grand Sha barracks, and
was part of the defences of the city so that soldiers could
be rapidly deployed in case of an attack by Napoleon.
Clearly inspired by Chambord is the staircase of the
palace of the Crédit Lyonnais in Paris (fig. 30), of 1878.
e double staircase by the engineer Giuseppe Momo
leading to the Vatican Museums is well known (1932, fig.
31). An obvious reference is to the DNA double helix,
which has become a sort of icon in contemporary science.
It was the source of inspiration, perhaps also with a nod
to Leonardo, for the looping double spiral of the Arcelor
Mittal Orbit (fig. 32), opposite the Olympic Stadium in
London, built for the Olympic Games of 2012.
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fig. 28 Aizu-Wakamatsu, Japan. e sazaedô
(sea-snail temple), 1796. e double spiral ramp
provides a unified pathway for climbing up and
going down.

fig. 29 Dover, the Grand Sha, designed in 1804
by Brigadier Generale William Twiss and built
between 1806 and 1809: sha with triple staircase
communicating with the Dover Citadel Barracks

fig. 30 Paris, the double helix staircase of the palace of
the Crédit Lyonnais, designed by the architect William
Bouwens van der Boijen, 1878. In the Halle aux Blés
(the Grain Market, architect Nicolas Le Camus de
Mézèries, 1767) in Paris, an anular construction 39
meters in diameter but torn down at the end of the
nineteenth century, there were also two double
diametrically opposed spiral staircases, undoubtedly
inspired by those of Chambord.
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fig. 31 Rome, Vatican City. e double staircase in the Vatican Museums, designed by Giuseppe Momo, 1932.
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